
Continue living in your  
own familiar surroundings

New!
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You remain in your own familiar surroundings

Safe, secure, easy transport up and down stairs

Fits every staircase in every home

Smooth and silent operation

Slim and stylish design: exceptional comfort and ease

Installation within half a day without demolition

work and without damage to walls 

Service: 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
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The easiest way to Freelift

The benefits of Freelift  

Contact your regional
Freelift specialist for 
further information.

The Freelift specialist will
give you professional
advice without any 
obligation.

An appointment will
then be made for instal-
lation of the chair lift.
After receiving clear
instructions on using the
chair lift, you can expect
many years of comfort-
able service from it.

The chair lift will be
built specially to fit 
your home.
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Are you finding it more difficult to use the stairs? If so, do something
about it now! Contact us for professional advice without any obligation.

Tel.: +31 (0)72 - 576 88 88
Fax: +31 (0)72 - 574 34 35
E-mail: info@freelift.com

Internet: www.freelift.com

Your regional Freelift specialist



More comfort is hardly conceivable: 
by lightly pressing the remote-control
button at the top and bottom of the
stairs you can summon the lift and
send it back. Sit down on the chair 
and the joystick will respond to the
lightest touch – you are now in 
control.

Freelift fits into any home
However difficult, curving or steep your staircase, a Freelift chair lift will
always fit and is custom made within centimetre accuracy. And you’re 
certain to find the price reasonable. Your regional chair lift specialist will
be pleased to work it out for you.

Don’t let the stairs 
become an obstacle
Maybe you’ve already noticed that your stairs are 
becoming an obstacle and you’re considering moving
or sleeping downstairs. You can put these thoughts
out of your head: a Freelift chair lift ensures quiet
and smooth transport to your upper floor under all
circumstances, and provides you with the assurance
that you can stay in your own surroundings.

A safe and 
secure choice
A Freelift chair lift is an affordable
and safe solution when you are
finding it harder to go up and
down the stairs. It is designed 
to save the maximum amount 
of space and to increase levels 
of comfort and safety. As the
oldest producer of chair lifts in
Europe, Freelift manufactures
all the chair lifts itself. Behind
every Freelift chair lift is over
100 years’ experience – and this
gives you 100% confidence.
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“Even when using stairs became more difficult we didn’t want to consider moving. We were willing to do any-

thing to stay in our own home, even sleep downstairs if necessary – in fact we considered this the only solution.

When we talked about the problem with the neighbour, he said, “Have you ever considered a chair lift?”  

We phoned our regional chair lift specialist immediately and everything was arranged in no time.” 

“We wanted to stay in our own home...”

Masterly lifts for 
any staircase
With three types of chair lifts, 
Freelift provides the solution for 
any staircase situation. The Freelift
Rembrandt and Freelift Van Gogh
are specially designed for stair-
cases with bends and small 
landing areas, while the Freelift
Mondriaan is designed for
straight staircases. The chair
lifts are remote-controlled 
and are characterised by an
efficient and rigorous design,
so they do not take up a lot 
of room on your stairs. 

A palette of possibilities
Attractive colours, an individual style, modest in form: 
the new Freelift chair lifts embellish every interior 
through their masterful capacity for combi-
nation. For the Freelift Van Gogh, the 
Freelift Rembrandt and the Freelift 
Mondriaan you can choose from 
a range of colours and options.

The ease of
Freelift chair lifts

A slight movement of the joystick
takes the chair lift smoothly and
silently upstairs.

The chair lift stops automatically at
the top of the stairs. 

Ease à la Freelift: sit down on the
luxurious, comfortable seat.
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In a single smooth movement you
turn the chair and step out easily
and safely, at just the right spot. 
Of course, the chair lift will bring
you back downstairs in the same
comfortable way. 
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The Freelift Mondriaan:
complete freedom on
straight staircases

Freelift has a space-saving solution for straight stair-
cases: the Mondriaan, which provides safe transport
up and down even unusually steep stairs. The low-
noise Freelift Mondriaan has a rigorous and highly
compact design. When folded away the Mondriaan
only takes up 32 cm. This leaves enough space for
other stair users to pass safely and easily. Another
advantage is the short delivery time.

The Freelift Van Gogh:
masterly on staircases
with bends

Everything about the Van Gogh chair lift is designed
to save space and maximise comfort. This luxurious
chair lift runs almost silently, and effortlessly. Flex,
cables and cable channels are a thing of the past.
The compact, singular tubular rail (less than eight
centimetres across) means that you save maximum
space on your stairs. The Van Gogh is designed for
the outside bend of the stairs.

The Freelift Rembrandt:
maximum space for
other stair users

The Freelift Rembrandt has the same
luxurious and low-noise qualities 
as the Van Gogh but is specially 
designed for the inside bend of
the stairs. Because the rail on
the Rembrandt runs above
the narrow side of the
stairs, the broad section
of the stairs remains
completely free for
other stair users. 



The Classic chair:
standard on all Freelift chair
lifts. Fitted with easy to clean,
synthetic upholstery with 
attractive leather grain finish.
Available in three colours:

bordeaux
red  

dark green brown bordeaux
red  

dark green brownbordeaux
red  

anthracitebeige

Rails in stylish colours

The luxury Select chair:
Upholstered for an elegant look
and extra comfort. Adjustable
foot support for optimum 
comfort. Folding seat scarcely
takes up any room. Colours:

The Stand-up Chair: helps you
when you are standing up and
sitting down. With one movement
of the joystick you are carefully
brought into position. Available 
in three colours of upholstery:

Freelift: safety first

Does the rail obstruct passage? Or could some-
one trip over it? Freelift has the solution, with
a handy folding rail: the protruding rail section
folds up automatically, so that it never gets in
the way of passageways or doors.

The rails for the Freelift chair lifts 
are available in three stylish colours
that make a perfect match in every
interior. Available at no extra cost.
At this moment the Mondriaan only
is available in Freelift beige.
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Freelift Van Gogh/ 
Rembrandt

diameter 76 mm

385 mm

82 mm

438 mm

452 mm

83 mm

Freelift Mondriaan

75 mm X 114 mm (b X h)

316 mm

40 mm

438 mm

452 mm

50 mm

The above sizes may differ according to the staircase and installation situation

A Dimensions of rail  

B Width folded

C Minimum distance
to wall

D Space between 
armrests

E Seat height

F Distance between 
foot support and floor

Technical specifications

Apart from being comfortable, Freelift chair lifts 
are of course 100% safe. Each chair lift comes with
a safety belt, which gives a feeling of protection
and security. The handy joystick is extremely easy 
to operate and can be fitted on either the left or
right armrest. To prevent unauthorised use, you 
can simply remove the key from the switch. 

The rail has a smooth finish to prevent injuries.
Protection against jamming is optimum: the chair
lift stops immediately whenever it encounters an
obstacle on the stairs. And when the chair lift
arrives upstairs or downstairs it turns smoothly in
the desired direction, so you can step out of it 
easily. Freelift: safety first!

Freelift
beige

Freelift
grey

Freelift
brown

The Freelift chairs: it’s your choice! Installed in half a day
That's how long it takes to install a Freelift chair lift.
Your regional Freelift specialist gets through the work
in half a day without any demolition work or damage
to the walls. Once it is installed you will receive a clear
explanation of how to operate the lift. The fitter will
take time to run through everything with you until
you are fully au fait with the lift and its use: it will 
all become clear. This will allow you to use your new 
and comfortable Freelift chair lift safely for a long
time to come.

Service & quality: 
the security of Freelift
Of course, each Freelift chair lift comes with a comprehensive 12 month
guarantee. The fitters working for your regional Freelift specialist are at
your service night and day, 7 days a week.

Every Freelift chair lift can lay claim to over 100 years of experience.
Whether in the field of safety, innovation, comfort or design - the stair
lifts are unsurpassed in terms of quality. As testimony to this, Freelift is
one of the first chair lift manufacturers to be awarded ISO 9001:2000 
quality certification from the Bureau Veritas Quality International. And
this is one of the main reasons why your regional chair lift specialist has
opted for Freelift.  

ISO 9001
Counsil

 for 
accreditation

Tested and approved by independent European testing institutes: 
Freelift complies with the strictest standards of quality and safety.


